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Wireless Tactile Sensing Element Using
Stress-Sensitive Resonator

Hiroyuki Shinoda and Hideki Oasa

Abstract—Robots that work with humans require a soft sensor
skin to cover the entire body. In this paper, we propose a new
method to realize such a skin. By implanting wireless sensing
elements in an elastic body, we obtain an elastic and tough sensor
skin which is able to be shaped freely. The element is a passive
resonator chip whose resonant frequency reflects the stress around
the chip. The resonant frequency is read out by a ground coil
located at the bottom of the skin. The chip is simply composed
of three functional parts, a coil for receiving and transmitting
electrical power with wireless coupling, capacitance sensitive to
stress, and ceramic resonator to provide high-Q resonance. The
high quality factor brought by the ceramic resonator enables us
to distinguish a large number of chips, and to sense the stress
with high accuracy. The structure, the method of wireless signal
detection, and basic experiments of tactile sensing are presented.

Index Terms—Haptic interface, resonance measurement, robot
sensor, sensitive skin, tactile sensor, telemetry, wireless sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S WAS summarized in [1], many types of tactile sensing
devices have been proposed so far. Although large

numbers of studies were reported, especially in the last ten
years, the tactile sensation has not been utilized effectively in
mechatronics system. As stated in [1], one of the reasons is
that we have not fully understood what physical parameters
we should sense and how we should extract tactile information
from them. The other reason is the difficulty of fabricating the
device which must be elastic and whose tactile sense must be
distributed over a wide area of skin, unlike a localized sensory
organ of sight or hearing. Recently, some new technological
fields are showing the need for practical artificial tactile
sensing. One important need is a sensor skin covering the
entire body of robots to work with humans safely. For this
purpose, the previous tactile sensing methods lack one or
more of the following: elasticity, mechanical toughness, and
practical simplicity of fabrication. In a pioneering work of an
entire body perception, an interesting idea of a sensing suit
[2] was proposed. The sensing fabric is more flexible than a
film-type sensor [3] which can be rolled but cannot extend, but
the instability of electrical contact among strings is difficult
to avoid. Polymer electronics [4] are a hope, but they are not
yet at a practical level. From past methods, we find that these
defects come from the wiring. If we can place small sensing
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elements in an elastic body without wiring, the skin will be
tough and elastic, as well as easy to fabricate in a free shape.
Based on this consideration, we recently proposed a method
called “telemetric skin” [5]. By implanting small sensing chips
which can receive electrical power and transmit tactile signals
by inductive coupling without wiring, we could easily obtain
elastic free-shaped sensory skin. In that research, the signal
was produced by an integrated circuit on the sensing chip.
Therefore, it had the merit of easiness of development into
a multifunctional sensing chip. Meantime, we are afraid the
cost might be too high for practical use, especially at the early
stage. In this paper, we propose a new wireless tactile sensing
device. Signal transmission based on inductive coupling
between sensing chips and a ground coil is the same as the
former telemetric skin. The new component is that the sensing
chip is composed of only passive components without transis-
tors. Therefore, the energy consumption for sensing is much
smaller than the former telemetric skin needing the minimum
inductive voltage to activate the silicon semiconductor circuit;
nevertheless, each chip gives a highly accurate digital signal
representing the pressure around the chip.

In recent years, some methods of wireless signal transmis-
sion from remote sensors without a battery [6]–[9], have been
proposed. After exciting the remote sensor device consisting of
passive parts by interrogation RF signal, they observe the en-
ergy released which contains information. Here, we give a new
principle to miniaturize them into a large number of small tactile
elements in a skin. We show the structure of the sensing system,
and a method to read out sensor signals with high resolution in
noise. We examined the theory in basic experiments with proto-
type sensing chips.

II. A VAILABLE PHYSICAL PHENOMENON FORWIRELESS

TACTILE SENSING

The basic concept of wireless tactile sensing is shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. If we have a resonator which has some electro-
magnetic interaction with the ground coil located at the bottom
of the skin, and whose resonant frequencies are sensitive to
the stress around it, the resonator can be a wireless tactile
sensing chip. A simple resonator, as shown in Fig. 2, whose
capacitance is stress sensitive and whose coil is inductively
coupled with the ground coil, is an example of it. The shift
of the resonant frequency that reflects the stress is obtained
wirelessly, by inductive excitation and observation of the
relaxation with a ground coil. We obtain a stress distribution by
detecting resonant frequencies of multiple chips sequentially.
The technique to assign a resonant frequency to each tactile
element as an index is seen in [10].
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Fig. 1. Basic concept of wireless tactile sensing.

Fig. 2. A simple example of tactile resonator to explain the concept of wireless
tactile sensing.

A desirable resonator has high accuracy, quick response, and
low crosstalk with other resonators having close resonant fre-
quencies. For obtaining high accuracy and low crosstalk, the
resonator must have high (quality factor). In order to ob-
tain quick response without losing the accuracy and the low
crosstalk, the resonant frequency must be as high as possible.
Therefore, a simple resonator is not proper for this tactile
chip because the is less than 100 at frequencies higher than,
for example, 1 MHz.

Other than resonance, several resonant phenomena are
known. One is acoustic resonance. Resonance of quartz has both
very high ( 10 ) and high resonant frequency. Ceramic res-
onators also have high (over 10 ). A surface acoustic wave
(SAW) device can have high factor up to 10, and the resonant
frequency and quality factor are controllable by patterning of
a two-dimensional electrode [8]. Another interesting resonance
is nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The high quality factor
and the coupling with electromagnetic field enables minute and
noninvasive human body imaging, as well as analysis of mate-
rial property. The difficulty of applying an NMR signal to tactile
sensing is that the signal is weak, and that it needs a strong mag-
netic field [11].

III. STRUCTURE OFSENSING CHIP

In this paper, we propose a sensing resonator as shown in
Fig. 3. The chip is composed of three functional parts, a coil

for receiving and transmitting electrical power, capacitance
which is sensitive to stress, and ceramic resonator

to provide high- resonance. The radial cut of the sensing
capacitor is for preventing induction current which interferes
with the coupling between the chip coil and the ground coil.
The fabrication process of these parts has been well established.
It is already possible to make the coil and the sensing capacitor

Fig. 3. The sensing resonator proposed here. The chip is composed of
three functional parts, a coil for receiving and transmitting electrical power,
capacitance which is sensitive to stress, and ceramic resonator to provide
high-Q resonance. The radial cut of the sensing capacitor is for preventing
induction current which interferes the coupling between the chip coil and the
ground coil.

on a single silicon chip. The reflects the following stress
around the chip:

(1)

where is the normal stress vertical to the chip, and
and are two normal stress components parallel to the chip
surface. The ratio of the constantsand is determined by
the thickness and the width of the chip [12], and it is also
sensitive to shear stress for large deformation.

A sensing chip based on an SAW device [8] instead of
and will be another challenging method. It is attractive in
that we can use not only frequency but also signal delay to dis-
tinguish a large number of chips [6]. However, we have to in-
crease the operating frequency over 1 GHz to make the chip size
smaller than several millimeters. Therefore, we examine another
sensing chip using and , as shown in Fig. 3.

The equivalent circuit of the ceramic resonator is illustrated in
Fig. 4(a). The ceramic resonator has both a zero and a pole. The
reactance of the serial connection of, , and is shown
in Fig. 4(b) and (c). The resonant frequency to maximize the
circuit current in Fig. 3 is the frequency at which the following
reactance:

(2)

becomes zero. In a simple resonator, the large resistance
contained in results in a low quality factor. However, in this

– – resonator, the equivalent inductancein can be
much larger than , which brings higher quality factor than that
of the simple .

Sensing is done by . We can calculate the sensitivity, ne-
glecting , as

(3)
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Fig. 4. (a) Equivalent circuit of quartz and ceramic resonator. (b) Illustrating reactance ofL,C , andX . (c) The reactanceX of the serial connection ofL,C ,
andX . The resonant frequencyF is the zero.

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of resonant frequency sensing. We observe the output voltageV for an input burst signal. The output voltage is a decaying signal
with the resonant frequencyF of the sensing chip. The duration of the decay isQ=F . The output amplitude is maximized when the exciting frequency is equal
to F .

Therefore, if is comparable to and , the frequency
change rate is comparable to the change rate of. The resis-
tance of the serial connection ofand at is given as

(4)

Thus, the equivalent resistance increases by attaching. This
means a smaller than weakens the signal amplitude. It
will be informative to show typical parameters of a commercial
resonator. In an 8-MHz resonator (Murata, Ceralock),

H, pF, , and pF.

IV. SIGNAL INTENSITY AND CHIP DESIGN

A schematic diagram of signal detection is shown in Fig. 5.
First, we give the ground coil a burst current, as shown in
Fig. 5(b), to excite a chip. After stopping , we observe the
output voltage of another ground coil driven by the excited res-
onator. (It is also possible to use only one coil for both excitation
and observation.) The frequency of output voltage is always the
resonant frequency , regardless of the excitation frequency,
while the amplitude is maximized when the excitation frequency
is equal to . The signal decays with time constant . As

Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit for understanding the resonant current at the chip
coil L.

we show in the next section, we measure the frequency of this
signal.

Next, we examine the theoretical signal intensity. In Fig. 6,
the is the equivalent resistance contained in the coilat the
resonant frequency. The and represent the impedance of
the serial connection of and at the resonant frequency.
When is sufficiently small, the is approximated as (4).

Assume a chip coil with radius and turn is located at the
center of the circular ground powering coil which has radius
and turn . Then, the mutual inductance between them is
written as

(5)
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of resonant frequency detection. SignalA excites the
chip forT , and signalB is used for a reference signal.

where is the vacuum permeability. Therefore, the observed
voltage is given as

(6)

where is the mutual inductance between the chip coil and
the ground sensing coil, and is the turn of the ground sensing
coil.

For example, when MHz , mm, cm,
, and , (6) is calculated into

V A (7)

At a low frequency, (6) tells us that the observed voltage is
proportional to the square of the chip-turnwhen .
However, in our experiments, up to 40 turns at 10 MHz (for chip
coil radius 2 mm, by 50-m-radius wire), the output voltage
did not increase where , because the increased at a
comparable rate [13].

V. FREQUENCYDETECTION

Fig. 7 shows the procedure of resonant frequency detection.
A digital-based circuit brings easy detection of multimode res-
onance. After we mold the sensor skin, the computer scans over
the total bandwidth of all resonators, for obtaining a rough esti-
mate of each resonant frequency from the peak frequency. Using
these recorded initial frequencies, we detect the precise resonant
frequencies of chips one by one as follows.

A. Primitive Method

One primitive method is counting the alternation of relax-
ation signal. To obtain the highest accuracy, we excite each chip
during and observe the relaxation signal during

. The frequency error is given as

(8)

For example, let and be 10 MHz and 1000, respectively. If
we assign 0.1-MHz bandwidth, that is, 1% of 10 MHz for each
chip, the dynamic range is 10, that is, about 3 bits. One method

Fig. 8. Illustration of processed signals. The frequency difference between the
driving signal (signalB) and the detected signal (signal atP2) is obtained from
the waveform atP3.

to improve this is to use a resonator with a higher. Another
one is to widen the bandwidth. However, the former makes the
response slow, and the latter makes the maximum number of
available sensing chips small.

B. Method for Higher Resolution

A method to obtain higher frequency resolution is to mea-
sure the period of the signal more precisely, as we havea priori
knowledge that the signal has a single frequency. After shifting
the signal frequency to a lower frequency through multiplica-
tion with a reference signal, we obtain its period from the wave-
form, which gives a more precise signal frequency as follows.
The block diagram in Fig. 7 shows the procedure. The received
signal goes through a bandpass filter (BPF) whose passband
covers the total bandwidth of all resonators, and after converting
to a 1-bit signal as shown in Fig. 8, we take exclusive-OR with
the reference signal. After low-pass filtering, we get the analog
waveform into a computer. The frequency of the waveform

is equal to the difference between the reference signal and
the received signal.

The period of is calculated from zero crossings of a fil-
tered signal where is a quasi-Gaussian kernel

(9)

The parameter is a rough estimate of the frequency of ,
and we choose to make the envelope smooth. We obtain
the signal period from the zeros of in ,
excluding both ends of data. As we show in Appendix A, the
best estimate is obtained when .

As Appendix B shows, the accuracy of frequency detection
by this method is given as

(10)

where and are the amplitudes of the signal and the noise
density at the signal frequency, respectively, at pointbefore
digital operation in Fig. 7. The is the amplitude of
an imaginary noise which is white up to with a noise density

. If the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 10 dB for a white noise,
the resolution is improved 100 times compared with (8), for the
same data length .
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Fig. 9. Prototype of the sensing chip surrounded by a transparent silicone
rubber.

Fig. 10. Experimental setup. We observe the resonant frequency of the sensing
chip while we push on the silicon robber surface. The ground powering coil is
4.7 cm in diameter with 50 turns, while the sensing coil is 1 turn, which is twisted
to reduce the coupling with the powering coil.

VI. EXPERIMENT

We fabricate two prototypes of sensing chip with silicone
rubber molding as shown in Fig. 9, and examine the theory using
the experimental setup shown in Fig. 10. One operates at 900
kHz, and the other one is a practical 8-MHz chip. In both chips,
the sensing capacitor is made of two copper plates with oxidized
surfaces facing each other. Sensitivity to pressure is given by the
natural unevenness of the plates. To tuneinto a proper capac-
itance, we attached a chip capacitor parallel to the sensing ca-
pacitor. That capacitance is described in Table I as “(47 pF).”
Although the shape of the chip is a circle in Fig. 3 to avoid
stress concentration, here, we fabricate the sensing capacitor in
a square shape for convenience. The coilis made of wire 0.1
mm in diameter. The dimension of each part is summarized in
Table I. The size of the ceramic resonators described in the table
is not that of the resonator itself, but that of the package. Except
for , we can miniaturize them without losing sensing ability.
In 900-kHz operation, we need many turns for signal intensity,
as is shown in the theory, and a low-frequency chip is slow in

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OFSENSING CHIPS

response. Therefore, it is not practical, however we fabricate it
at first for obtaining reference data.

A. Results of the 900-kHz Chip

Fig. 11(a) shows an output signal with no sensing chip. Only
a driving signal is observed. The input current is 6 mA in
effective value. Fig. 11(b) is a signal by the sensing chip at the
resonant frequency. The resonance is observed. Here, the output
voltage is amplified 12000. In this basic experiment, the BPF
in Fig. 7 is not inserted. The effective noise value is 0.2 V. The
waveform at point in Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 11(c). We es-
timate the frequency from the data during s with
1-MHz sampling.

The plots in Fig. 12 are the detected frequencies by this proce-
dure. When we pressed the sensor surface using an acrylic resin
cylinder with 5-mm radius just over the sensing chip, the reso-
nant frequency changed. Since the rubber thickness was com-
parable to the pressing depth, the frequency change that is ex-
pected to reflect the stress showed nonlinearity to the pressing
depth. The standard deviations of the frequency detection are
plotted in the identical figure. They were estimated from 100
measurements under identical conditions. These plots show the
error is smaller than 20 Hz for 0.5-ms observation. The error
ratio

(11)

corresponds to the calculation of (10) when , and
SNR 20 dB.

B. Results of 8-MHz Chip

The experimental setup is unchanged from the previous one.
Also, in this experiment, the preliminary BPF is not inserted.
Fig. 13 shows the detected signal. The input currentis 1 mA
in effective value. The signal intensity of 0.5 V in effective value
corresponds to the calculation of (6) when we substitute 12
for . The effective value of the noise was 0.2 V. When
we pressed the sensor surface using an acrylic resin cylinder
with 5-mm radius just over the sensing chip, the resonant fre-
quency changed as shown in Fig. 14. The applied force at the
1-mm pressing depth was 600 N. The data length used for de-
termining the frequency was s. The standard deviation
was 1 kHz. The error ratio

kHz MHz (12)
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Fig. 11. Experimental results of the 900-kHz chip. (a) ignalV with no sensing chip atP1 in Fig. 7. (b) Resonance signal. (c) Low-passed ExORed signal at
P3. The driving current is 6 mA.

Fig. 12. Experimental results of the 900-kHz chip. Measured resonant
frequencies and their errors while we pressed on the sensor surface. The data
length used for the frequency estimation is 512�s.

corresponds to the calculation of (10) when , and
SNR dB.

In this experiment, we could obtain a sensing chip whose
bandwidth was 30 kHz with 1-kHz resolution. The time needed
to get one chip signal was shorter than 100s. In calculation,
100 sensing chips whose initial frequencies span from 10 to 20
MHz with 100-kHz interval take less than 10 ms for all to be
measured.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have proposed a method to realize an elastic
sensor skin in a free shape, by implanting wireless passive res-
onator chips in the skin. We read out the stress on each chip by

Fig. 13. Experimental results of the 8-MHz chip. SignalV at pointP1 in
Fig. 7, and the signal atP3. The driving currentI was 1 mA.

Fig. 14. Experimental results of the 8-MHz chip. Measured resonant
frequencies while we pressed the sensor surface. The standard deviation was 1
kHz. The data length used for frequency estimation is 20�s.
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a ground coil located at the bottom of the skin. The chip is com-
posed of three functional parts, a coil for receiving and transmit-
ting electrical power with wireless coupling, capacitance sen-
sitive to stress, and ceramic resonator to provide high-reso-
nance. First, we showed theories to give signal intensity and sen-
sitivity. Next, we presented a digital-based method to detect the
frequency of the resonator chip and the theoretical accuracy. We
confirmed the theory with two types of prototype, 900-kHz and
8-MHz resonator chips. As for the 8-MHz chip with radius of
2.2 mm, we could acquire a 5-bit signal within a 30-kHz band-
width, by 10- s observation of a signal with 10-dB SNR.

The theoretical minimum of the chip size is estimated from
(6) and the thermal noise. The thermal noise densityof the
ground sensing coil with a single turn is given as

V Hz (13)

where we assumed the equivalent resistance of the ground coil
( ) for the radius cm for a fingertip. If

we should detect the signal with 10-dB SNR [ MHz A
, see (10)] as discussed in Section V, (6) gives the minimum

radius of the chip coil as

(14)

If we substitute MHz and
mA, the minimum of becomes 0.6 mm. This

value of 0.6 mm is not susceptible to the input current, as it is
proportional to .

Future work includes the practical design of the ground coil
and the fabrication of multiple chips. A net-like ground coil
proposed for the former telemetric skin [14] will also be ap-
plicable to this method. Regarding multiple chip fabrication,
few theoretical problems exist. The ceramic resonator chip used
in this experiment has frequency stability within0.3% over

20 80 C. Therefore, if we assign 100-kHz bandwidth
to a 10-MHz chip with sensing range 40 kHz, no crosstalk hap-
pens, which enables 100 chips to operate within the 10 MHz
bandwidth. The problem to be solved is the technique to fabri-
cate a large number of resonators which have slightly different
initial frequencies.

Endowing the sensing chip with multidimensional sensitivity
without losing simplicity is also worth challenging. Usefulness
of resolving stress into its components [15], [16] has already
been reported.

APPENDIX A

Since the bandwidth of of (9) is proportional to , the
relative noise amplitude to the signal amplitude left after
filtering is proportional to . Then, the error of the signal
period estimation is proportional to

(15)

where is the data length used for the estimation. This
quantity is maximized when .

APPENDIX B

Let the signal and the noise at point in Fig. 7 be
and , respectively. For simplicity of de-

scription, we omit the BPF and assume the is a random
noise with the bandwidth of . It is straightforward to extend
this to a general case of noise spectrum. We also express the rect-
angular signals (without noise) at point and after , as

and , respectively. The rises up at and
drops down at , where . Affected by the
noise , the inverter’s switching time fluctuates randomly
into . When the noise amplitude is smaller than, the
deviation of the fluctuation is given as

(16)

If we describe this fluctuated signal and its ed
signal as

(17)

(18)

where and are functions which take 0, 1, or1, they
satisfy

(19)

In a low-frequency range , the spectrum of is identical
to that of the following imaginary signal :

(20)

Because the bandwidth of is , its power density is

(21)

Since has no correlation with and , the power den-
sity of at a low frequency is equal to, too.

Next, we express the amplitude of differential frequency com-
ponent contained in as , where

. Since the bandwidth of the is , the
noise amplitude ratio to the signal, after filtering, is written
as

(22)

Now, the estimation error of the period is given as

(23)

Combining (16), (22), and (23), using , we obtain

(24)
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In (10), the coefficient is omitted.
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